Building an intelligent chatbot with multi-turn dialogue ability is a major challenge, which requires understanding the multi-view semantic and dependency correlation among words, n-grams and sub-sequences. In this paper, we investigate selecting the proper response for a context through multi-grained representation and interactive matching. To construct hierarchical representation types of text segments, we propose a refined architecture which exclusively consists of gated dilated-convolution and self-attention. Compared with the recurrent-based sentence modeling methods, this architecture provides more flexibility and a speedup. The matching signals of each utterance-response pair are extracted by integrating the interactive information from different views. Then a turns-aware attention mechanism is utilized to aggregate the matching sequence, so as to identify important utterances and capture the implicit relationship of the whole context. Experiments on two large-scale public data sets show that our model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of all metrics. We empirically provide a thorough ablation test, as well as the comparison of different representation and matching strategies, for a better insight into how each component affects the performance of the model. Figure 1: Example of multi-turn conversation from Ubuntu Corpus. Speaker A has a problem of playing streams with the mplayer plugin. A topic change occurs in utterance 6-8. Text segments with the same color can be regarded as matching pairs.
INTRODUCTION
Human-computer conversation systems on open-domain topics have attracted much attention for their functional roles in realworld applications in recent years. Representative real products include the AI companion XiaoIce [23] from Microsoft and the Ecommerce assistant AliMe Assist from Alibaba Group [11] . Existing methods are data-driven and line in two groups: the retrieval-based approach that selects a proper reply from a pre-build repository [9, 15, 35, [43] [44] [45] , and the generation-based approach that directly generates a response via natural language generation techniques [19] [20] [21] [22] 36] . Response selection, which aims to select the best response from a set of candidates given the conversation context, is an important and challenging task in building chatbots, especially for retrieval-based chatbots [8] .
The key to response selection lies in input-response matching. While most early studies focus on single-turn conversation [32] which only considers the last input message for matching a reply, the multi-turn conversation scenario has attracted more attention in recent works [35, 43, 45] . Specifically, multi-turn response selection aims to detect the semantic clues of multiple utterances in previous turns, and select a reply that is natural and meaningful to the whole context. There are two major challenges of the task: (1) how to capture and utilize important information in dialogue segments for matching, over different granularities (words, phrases, sentences, etc); (2) how to model the relationship among multiple utterances in a context. Figure 1 shows a conversation from the Ubuntu Dialogue Dataset [14] . Firstly, as demonstrated, the semantic and functional relevance lies not only in lexical similarities of words or phrases (e.g., "mplayer"-"real player"-"player plugin", and "online streams"-"any streams"-"stream"), but also in the latent context dependencies. For example, the word "it" in the response refers to the previous word "stream", which connects to the expression topic of "playing streams" in the third and fifth utterances. Secondly, the correlation between each utterance and response is different. Utterances 6-8 are about the browser version used by speaker A, while discussions in previous turns are about installing the mplayer plugin for playing streams. Such a topic change is natural in realworld human conversation, but in this dialogue, the new topic is less relevant to the reply and may introduce confusing information.
In this paper, we propose the Iterated Attentive Convolution Matching Network (IACMN) to deal with the two challenges. For text encoding, most existing work employ Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [14, 35, 44] , which are often time-costly due to the limitation of parallelism. As an alternative, IACMN constructs multigrained representations of context utterances and response candidates by stacking a refined combination of dilated-convolution [42] and self-attention [29] , namely the Attentive Gated Dilated Residual (AGDR) block. Our solution is inspired by [34] in the issue of reading comprehension, which achieves satisfying speedups using only dilated convolution with increasing receptive fields in place of RNNs. We extend the convolutional structure in two ways:
• We jointly introduce dilated-convolution and self-attention in one uniform architecture. Convolution operations have the ability to model different n-gram features based on the hierarchical composition of local interactions, while the self-attention mechanism is more helpful to enhance global interactions. Each AGDR block contains a layer-by-layer structure wrapped with the gated linear unit [5] and the residual network [6] . We use exponentially increasing dilation widths, so as to ensure the extensibility and consistency of input receptive fields. By making a sentence attend to itself at the beginning of each layer, each segment can be enriched with other similar segments, thus the textual relevance and intra long dependencies are better modeled. • We hierarchically stack the unified AGDR blocks from word embeddings, the output of each layer is extracted and viewed as a feature map of the input. In this way, we gradually obtain the input representations of different granularities, including words, n-grams, and sentence levels.
IACMN calculates matching matrices for each representation view of each utterance-response pair. Then a convolution neural network is utilized to identify salient signals and integrate the multiple matching patterns into a fused vector. The refined matching information in IACMN is much richer than the two levels (word and recurrent-based sentence level) in [35] . Moreover, compared with the state-of-the-art method [45] which leverages Transformer [29] to encode input messages, our convolution-based representation layer takes the advantage of significantly reducing the tokenpair memory consumption in position-wise Feed-Forward Network (FFN), which is an important component in Transformer, especially for long texts. To address the challenge of modeling relationships among multi-turn utterances in the context, IACMN leverages the bidirectional GRU [4] with a turns-aware attention design in the aggregation stage. By this means, both the temporal order of history utterances and their distrinct correlations with the response candidate are considered. Finally, the matching score is obtained via a single-layer perceptron with the hidden states of bi-GRU.
We test IACMN on two large-scale public datasets, the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus v1 [14] and the Douban Conversation Corpus [35] . Experimental results show that our model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on both datasets in all evaluation metrics. The improvement to the best baseline on R 10 @1 for Ubuntu dataset is over 1.5%, and 2.1% on P@1 for Douban dataset. Our code is available at https://github.com/heyuanw/IACMN.
To sum up, our contributions are four-folds: (1) the proposal of a new deep matching model for multi-turn response selection in retrieval-based chatbots; (2) empirical verification of the effectiveness of the model on public datasets; (3) publication of the source code; (4) the thorough ablation test, quantity analysis and case study to better compare different representation and matching strategies.
RELATED WORK
Building a chatbot that can interact with human beings has long been an attractive but challenging task in artifical intelligence (AI) [28] . Due to the great quantity of human conversation data available, a number of data-driven dialogue systems are designed. Existing work includes generation-based and retrieval-based methods.
The generation-based [19] [20] [21] [22] 36] method aims at generating a response token by token according to conditional probabilistic language models (LM). Since the sequence-to-sequence model with attention [3] achieved great success in machine translation task, it has also been widely applied in generation-based chatbot system. There are plenty varieties discovered based on this model, including leveraging external knowledge [18, 37] , applying reinforcement learning [12] and adversarial learning techniques [13, 38] .
The retrieval-based method [9, 15, 35, [43] [44] [45] is the focus of this paper, which selects the best-matching response candidate from a large dialogue repository. These methods have the advantage of providing more decent and fluent replies since all the candidates are human-generated. Early studies of retrieval-based chatbots focus on single-turn conversation, which only leverages the last utterance in the context to select the response [7, 8, 16] . Recent works pay more attention to the multi-turn dialogue scenario. Lowe et al. [14] concatenate the whole context utterances together to match a response. Yan et al. [40] select previous utterances in different strategies and then combine them with the last utterance to form a reformulated context. Zhou et al. [44] investigate a multi-view model on word level and RNN-based utterance level to measure the relevance. These models lose much important information as the response cannot interact with the context until the final step in matching. To address this problem, Wu et al. [35] propose to interact each utterance-response pair at the beginning, and then accumulate the multi-turn matching vectors with a gated recurrent units (GRU). Zhou et al. [45] construct multi-grained representations of the inputs through self-attention and cross-attention based on the architecture of Transformer [29] . Unlike previous studies, our model uses a refined combination of dilated convolution and self-attention to build multi-view input representations fast and effectively. Considering the different importance of history utterances, we adopt a turns-aware attention design to aggregate the multi-turn matching information. 
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 Problem Formalization
The dialogue data set can be described as D = {(c, r, y) i } N i=1 . For each conversation triplet < c, r , y >, c = {u 1 , ..., u n T } represents the multi-turn context where u k denotes the k-th utterance. r is a response candidate and y ∈ {0, 1} is a binary label, indicating whether r is the proper response for c. The aim is to build a model д(·, ·) with D. For any context-response pair (c, r ), д(c, r ) measures the matching score between c and r .
Model Overview
We propose the Iterated Attentive Convolution Matching Network (IACMN) to model д(·, ·). Figure 2 shows the overview. IACMN decomposes the context-response matching into multiple utteranceresponse pair matching, and then accumulates all pairs information to calculate the final matching score for (c, r ) in an end-to-end way. Specifically, IACMN has three modules: hierarchical representation, pair matching, and turns-aware aggregation.
Let n u k and n r denote the length of the k-th utterance and the response, u k and r are first represented as sequences of word embeddings, namely U 0 k = [e u k ,0 , ..., e u k ,n u k −1 ] and R 0 = [e r,0 , ..., e r,n r −1 ], where e ∈ R d refers to a d-dimension word embedding. Based on U 0 k and R 0 , IACMN constructs multi-grained representations for u k and r by hierarchically stacking the Attentive Gated Dilated Residual (AGDR) block. Each block layer takes the output of the previous layer as its input, so as to harvest more sophisticated lexical and semantic features among words, n-grams and sub-sequences in an utterance. Suppose that L layers are stacked from the word embeddings, u k and r are then encoded as
respectively.
The second module distills rich matching patterns of a pair (u k , r )
are considered as different feature channels and merged into a 2D image, then the convolution & max pooling operations are utilized to extract the salient matching signals into a fused vector s k,r . In this way, the utterance and response can fully interact with each other, based on the compositional hierarchy of multiple representation types.
In aggregation module, the multi-turn matching vectors {s k,r } n T k =1
are fed into the bidirectional GRU with a turns-aware attention design, following the chronological order of utterances in the context. The final score of (c, r ) is calculated via a single-layer perceptron, using the weighted sum of hidden output in each step of the bi-GRU. IACMN enjoys several advantages over existing models. Firstly, the representation module leverages the specific AGDR block in place of costly recurrent units to capture latent long-range dependencies, which is more convenient for latency critical applications. Secondly, multi-grained semantic or functional matching information can be sufficiently extracted with the hierarchical encoding and interaction architecture. Thirdly, with a turns-aware attention design in multi-turn aggregation, utterances more related to the context can be highlighted, while redundant noise can be ignored to some extent. In the following sections, we will describe the details of each module. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of one layer in AGDR block, which is a refined combination of self-attention, gated linear unit, dilated convolution and residual network. Given an input sentence X = {x 1 , ..., x n }, we first apply self-attention to model the intra Session: Long -Natural Language Processing II CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China element-wise dependencies. Specifically, each word in X (named the query) is enhanced by attending to all other words (named the keys), where the similarity is calculated by scaled dot product between the query and key [29] . The attention operation is formulated as:
where Q, K, V are the same for self-attention of a sentence. Each row in Attention(Q, K, V ), denoted as Att[i], is a fused vector of all words in the value sentence, indicating their weighted correlation with the i-th word in the query sentence. Then the dilated convolution is applied to capture more information of text segments. Different from standard convolution that convolves a contiguous subsequence of the input at each step, dilated convolution has a wider receptive field by skipping over δ input elements at a time, where δ is the dilation rate. An example of dilated convolution is shown in Figure 4 , the darker output is a weighted combination of the lighter regular spaced inputs in the previous layer. For a sequence x and a kernel W of size 2d + 1, the standard / dilated convolution operations are separately defined as:
where ⊕ is vector concatenation. The output is wrapped by a Gated Linear Unit (GLU) that provides both linear and non-linear paths to ensure effective information propagation, defined as:
where σ is the sigmoid function and ⊗ is the element-wise product between matrices. This gated convolution structure is then placed inside a residual block, followed by layer normalization [1] to prevent vanishing or exploding of gradients. The output is then fed into the next layer to build higher-level representations. Following the use of dilated convolution in reading comprehension and entity recognition [26, 34] , we double the dilation rate of each layer in a block, starting with dilation_1 (equals to standard convolution) for the first layer, to ensure that no element of the input sequence is excluded. With iterated layers, the actual receptive input width grows exponentially, while the number of parameters increases only linearly. For a 4-layer block with convolution kernel size of 3 and dilation rates of [1-2-4-8] , the input n-gram ranges perceived by the kernels of each layer are [3-7-15-31] . Therefore, the AGDR block can easily incorporate a broader context to capture long dependencies, while greatly shortening the computational path. It is superior to the recurrent units in parallelization and the entirely attention-based approach in reducing token-pair memory consumption.
METHODOLOGY 4.1 Hierarchical Representation
Take word-level embeddings U 0 k and R 0 as inputs, IACMN hierarchically stacks the AGDR block to harvest multi-grained representations of u k and r . The output of each layer in a block is reserved as a feature type, denoted as U b,l k and R b,l , namely the l-th layer output of the b-th block. By this means, the semantic and functional relationships among words, n-grams and sub-sequences are iteratively constructed, and more and more sophisticated information are distilled. Let L = n b × n l , where n b and n l are the number of blocks and internal layers within a block, we define the multi-grained representations as [U 0 k , ..., U L k ] and [R 0 , ..., R L ].
Utterance-Response Matching
A segment-segment matching matrix is calculated for each granularity, i.e., M l k,r , where l ∈ {0, L}. The (i, j)-th element of M l k,r is defined as:
indicating the relevance between the i-th segment in u k and the j-th segment in r for the l-th representation type. The L + 1 matching matrices are grouped together like a 2D image, where each matrix acts as a feature channel. Then important matching information is extracted by two-layer convolution & max-pooling operation.
denotes the feature map of the l-th granularity at c-th layer, where M (0,l ) = M l k,r . ∀l ∈ {0, L}, c ∈ {1, 2}, the convolution transformation is defined as:
Session: Long -Natural Language Processing II CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China where n c−1 is the number of feature maps at the (c − 1)-th layer,
h , and b c is the bias for the c-th layer. A max-pooling operation is then adopted as follows:
where p 
Attentive Aggregation
We employ a bidirectional GRU with turns-aware attention to aggregate the multi-turn matching vectors {s k,r } n T k =1 (suppose the conversation has n T turns). The structure of GRU is described as:
where σ is the sigmoid function, z t and r t are the update and reset gates, ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication, and W z , W r , W h , V z , V r , V h are parameters. The matching sequence is fed into the bi-GRU in two chronological orders:
We first obtain the annotation for the k-th pair by concatenating both directions, i.e.,
To reward utterances that are vital clues for selecting the proper reply, we follow [41] and employ an attention mechanism to integrate the hidden output at each step. The attentive aggregation procedure is formulated as:
where W s ∈ R q×a , b s ∈ R a and u s ∈ R a are jointly learned parameters. Concretely, the k-th annotation h k is first fed through a one-layer perceptron to get a hidden representation u k . Then the importance of each utterance is measured under the supervision of a global vector u s , which can be regarded as a virtual high-level query guideline "what are the important utterances" over the whole context. The normalized weights {α k } n T k =1 are calculated by the similarities of {u k } n T k =1 and u s through a softmax function. The weighted sum of the pair annotations is then taken as the final aggregated matching vector v o .
The final matching score д(c, r ) is obtained via a single-layer perceptron, formulated as:
where σ is the sigmoid function, and W o , b o are parameters. We learn д(·, ·) by minimizing cross entropy with D. Let Θ denotes the parameters of IACMN, the objective function L(D, Θ) is: [14] and the Douban Conversation Corpus [35] . The statistics are shown in Table 1 .
• Ubuntu Corpus This corpus consists of English multi-turn dialogues constructed from Ubuntu IRC chat logs. The dataset contains 1 million context-response pairs for training, and 0.5 million pairs for both validation and test sets. For each context, the original human-generated response is labeled as positive while negative responses are randomly selected. The ratio of positive and negative is 1:1 in training, and 1:9 in validation and testing. We use the copy shared by [39] in which numbers, urls, and paths are replaced with special placeholders.
• Douban Corpus An open domain dataset constructed from
Douban group, which is a popular Chinese social network service. The training set contains 1 million instances and the validation set contains 50k instances, both with 1:1 positive-negative ratio. The test set consists 10k instances, where each context corresponds to 10 responses retrieved from a standard search engine Apache Lucenne 1 and the labels are manually annotated.
Evaluation Metric.
Following [35, 43, 45] , we employ R n @k as the main evaluation metric, which stands for the recall of true positive replies among k selected ones from n available candidates, namely R n @k = k i =1 y i n i =1 y i , where y i is the binary label. In addition, we also employ MAP (Mean Average Precision) [2] , MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) [30] , and Precision-at-one P@1 for Douban Corpus, as the setting of previous work.
Baseline
We compare IACMN with the following baselines:
• Single-matching models: Models first concatenate all utterances in the context, and then match the long text with a response candidate, including DualEncoder l stm/bil stm [14] , MV-LSTM [31] , Match-LSTM [33] , and Attentive-LSTM [27] . [29] to construct multigrained input representations.
Ablation Test
In addition to comparing IACMN with state-of-the-art techniques, we further provide five ablation tests, in order to get a better understanding of whether each key component in the hierarchical AGDR blocks plays a crucial role in the proposed model. The ablation variants are as follows:
• IACMN l ast _l ayer : In this variant, we extract and integrate the feature maps of the last layer in each stacked block as the multiview representations of utterances and response candidates. in AGDR that are applied to the self-attention and gated dilatedconvolution operations. • IACMN-GLU2ReLU: In this variant, we replace the gated linear unit in Formula 4 with the ReLU activation, which is defined as:
Training Details
IACMN is implemented using tensorflow 2 . We set at most 50 words for each utterance, and the number of turns is 15 for Ubuntu dataset and 10 for Douban dataset. Truncating and zero-padding were applied to the variable-sized inputs. Word embeddings for Ubuntu corpus were trained by word2vec [17] on the training data and the dimension is 200. For Douban corpus, word embeddings were the concatenation of 200-dimensional pre-trained embeddings from [24] and 200-dimensional embeddings learned from the training data via word2vec. All word embeddings were kept fixed during the training process. We tested stacking 1-3 AGDR blocks and 1-4 layers within each block. The reported results utilize 2 × 3 compositional hierarchy (i.e., 2 stacks of 3-layer blocks) as it gains the best scores on the validation set. Correspondingly, the dilation rates are [1-2-4] for each layer in a block. The width and channel of all convolution kernels are 3 and 150 respectively, and the window size of convolution & pooling is (3, 3) . The number of feature maps is 32 for the first layer and 16 for the second layer. For aggregation module, the hidden state of each direction in bi-GRU has a dimension of 128, and the dimension of the virtual global vector is 50. We use Adam Optimizer [10] to train IACMN and other ablation variants. The learning rate is initialized as 1e-3 and gradually decreased during training. The mini-batch size is 100, early-stopping and dropout [25] with a rate of 0.2 are applied.
Evaluation Results

5.5.1
Comparison with Baselines. Table 2 shows the evaluation results of our model, and we copy the reported results of all baselines for comparison. As demonstrated, IACMN outperforms other methods in terms of all metrics on both datasets, including the present state-of-the-art baseline, illustrating its ability to model the multi-turn context to select the best matching reply. The performance of single-matching models that concatenate all previous utterances together for matching is relatively poor, which indicates the advantage of the comparison-aggregation architecture in synthetically detecting fine-grained interactive matching information from multiple utterance-response pairs. One notable point is that, IACMN is about 1.5 faster than DAM and 3.5 faster than SMN dynamic in our implementation, benefiting from the high parallelism and simple computational path of dilated-convolution and self-attention. This reveals that IACMN is more suitable for deployment in real-time applications.
In addition, we further examine the performance of an ensemble method IACMN ensembl e , based on the average outputs of five individual models with identical structures and different random initializations. The results show that the ensemble model achieves a significant improvement in all evaluation metrics.
5.5.2
Comparison with Ablation Variants. Experimental results of different ablation variants are shown in Table 3 . We can find that:
(1) Both IACMN l ast _l ayer and IACMN l ast _block show a decrease in performance compared to IACMN. Note that the former with more embedding types is better than the later, which indicates that although higher level representation embeddings can extract and gather useful information from low levels through the hierarchical construction mechanism, the efficiency of performing interactive matching on the representation at each granularity is still obvious for this task. (2) Removing each component of AGDR will affect the performance of the entire model. The self-attention mechanism has the greatest impact, which illustrates the importance of modeling longterm dependency information from a global perspective. Besides, though the residual connection and the gated linear unit are both designed to prevent the gradient from vanishing or exploding, the latter has only a slight effect on the results after being replaced with ReLU. This might due to the effectiveness of the residual network for the multi-layer stacked structure.
ANALYSIS 6.1 Quantity Analysis
IACMN involves several parameters (i.e., context and utterance length, number of stacked blocks, number of layers within a block, hidden state dimension of GRU in the aggregation module, with or without attention mechanism). To investigate how different choices of parameters affect the performance of IACMN, we provide comparative experiments and detailed analysis of the results. Except for the parameter being tested, we set the other parameters to their default values.
Context Length & Utterance Length.
We study how the number of history turns in context and the length of utterances influence the performance of IACMN. Figure 6 (a), 6(b) and 6(c) show the changes of different evaluation metrics on Douban and Ubuntu datasets with respect to the number of history turns. As demonstrated, there is a similar trend for all curves: the performance increases significantly with longer context in the initial phase and then shows slight fluctuations after the length of context reaches 10. It indicates that considering only a few previous utterances will lead to the loss of much important information for response selection, and when the number of turns expands, more matching clues as well as irrelevant noise will be introduced to the model. Besides, we observe that the influence on P@1 and R 10 @1 is relatively more dramatic across different evaluation metrics. The reason might be that they are the most significant and difficult measurements for evaluating the matching score of the selected response candidate. length. The performance of input text with only 10 words is obviously lower than the longer ones, as information within each text is limited for semantic and functional matching. Based on hierarchical stacking of the AGDR blocks, IACMN can capture more long dependency relationship of context utterances and the response. Due to the balance between efficacy and computational cost, we set the utterance length to 50, the number of turns to 15 and 10 for Ubuntu corpus and Douban corpus respectively in our reported experimental results.
6.1.2 Aggregation Module with Bi-GRU. We further investigate the influence of hidden state dimension of bi-GRU and the effectiveness of the turns-aware attention mechanism in the aggregation module. With annotations of the multi-turn matching vectors [h 1 , ..., h n T ] in bi-GRU obtained from Formula 9, we compare two fusion methods: (1) taking the last hidden state h n T to calculate the final matching score; (2) combining the annotations into a fused vector under the supervision of the attention mechanism denoted in Formula 10. We examine the score of R 10 @1 on Ubuntu dataset, experimental results are shown in Figure 6 (e). We can see that applying the attention mechanism consistently performs better than using the final state directly. In other words, even though the bi-GRU has the ability to select useful information from the matching sequence with its gate mechanism, the turns-aware attention design can still contribute to improving the performance. As demonstrated, the more blocks we stack, the higher the score of R 10 @1. Even if only stacking a 2-layer block twice, IACMN can also achieve a competitive result. In terms of the iterated layers within a block, the performance improves significantly when the depth of the layer is less than 3, while the 4-layer structure is not better than the 3-layer one. The reason is might that the perceived field of dilated convolution filters at each layer in a 3-layer block (the dilation rates are [1-2-4] correspondingly) ranges among [3-7-15] , which is sufficient to model multiple n-gram features through the hierarchical composition of local interactions, compared to the average length of utterances.
Case Study (Visualization)
For a better insight into how IACMN captures multi-view interactive information and how it selects important matching vectors in aggregation module, we perform a case study by visualizing the similarity matrices and the turns-aware attention weights. The example is shown in Figure 7 , which comes from the test sets of Ubuntu Corpus, and our model successfully selected the best matching reply for it.
Visualization of Matching Matrices.
We study the effectiveness of stacking AGDR blocks to construct hierarchical text representations. Figure 5 gives the visualization results of the matching matrices (calculated by formula 5) at different granularities, denoted as M k . We can see that the important matching information captured by the 1 st − level matching matrices (M 1 , shown in Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5(b) ) were mainly lexical relevance. For example, the word "java" in u 5 had higher correlation with the words "java", "sun" and "sun-java6-jre" in r , which may due to their similar co-occurrence information encoded in word embeddings. Between u 6 and r , associated pairs like "installed"&"install", "java-common"&"sun-java6-jre", "sun-java6-bin"&"sun-java6-jre | sun" were also successfully identified. Differently, the function of higher-level matching matrices lies in two aspects:
(1) The ability to identify more sophisticated semantic structures and latent long-term dependencies. In Figure 5(c) , the intersection areas between the segment "which java" in u 5 and the textual structure "install java from ... or from ... " in r significantly got larger matching scores. This is reasonable because both expressions are about "the installed version of java". Although such semantic relationships are implicit and long-term dependent, IACMN can effectively capture the matching signals.
(2) The ability to distinguish more important segments of a sentence and ignore the useless parts, from the perspective of global interaction. Figure 5(d) reflects this function. The matching signals were mainly centralized in the latter parts of u 3 and r , while their former parts with less information were given small weights in the matching matrix.
6.2.2
Visualization of Turns-Aware Attention. To examine whether the turns-aware attention mechanism in the aggregation module helps to recognize the different correlations of multiple history utterances for selecting the response, Figure 7 illustrates the normalized weights of the annotations for each utterance-response pair in bi-GRU, calculated by the softmax operation in formula 10. As demonstrated, our model significantly identifies the informative utterances like u 4 -u 6 , and chooses to discard u 2 , which is unrelated to the topic and has little information.
Error Analysis
Although IACMN significantly outperforms the baseline methods on the two data sets in all evaluation metrics, there are still several problems that cannot be handled perfectly. In order to understand the limitations of IACMN and where the future improvements might lie, we further analyze the cases that failed to correctly select the best response candidate. We find three major problems that need further investigation: • Confusing Candidate. Some candidates are similar to the real response and have reasonable correlations with the conversation context. This increases the difficulty of properly ranking replies in the candidate pool, especially for more stringent evaluation metrics, such as R 10 @1 and P@1. • Universal Reply. Universal expressions that are short and meaningless such as "hmm", "thanks", "I don't know" can sometimes be regarded as general replies, although not relevant to a particular topic. This will increase the diversity of possible choices. • Logical Consistency. IACMN has the advantage of modeling multi-view interactions between the context and response, including lexical, semantic and functional matching information, but is limited in understanding the logical consistency. For example, given a context { A: Wouldn't you get fat if ate this? B: You look so thin in the picture. A: I used to weigh 40 kilos, believe it? Now I'm almost 50 kilos. }, the response candidate { how did you get thinner? } is logically contradictory to the previous conversation, but it is easy to confuse the model due to the strong lexical similarity. It illustrates that logical consistency is another important clue for multi-turn context modeling and matching.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigate a new deep matching network for multiturn response selection in retrieval-based chatbots. We propose AGDR, a refined combination of gated dilated-convolution and self-attention to iteratively construct multi-grained representations of the response candidate and its multi-turn history context. The architecture is superior to the recurrent units in parallelization and the entirely attention-based approach in reducing token-pair memory consumption. The interactive information between each utterance-response pair is extracted and integrated from different views, and then accumulated into a fused vector to calculate the final matching score. Experiments on two large-scale public datasets demonstrate that our model significantly outperforms the stateof-the-art methods in terms of all metrics. To better understand the contribution of different components of the model, we provide thorough ablation tests, quantity and visualization analysis as well as case studies. In the future, we would like to explore how to improve the modeling of complicated contextual dependencies such as logical consistency, and how to design models that can be better applied to practical applications.
